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**Topicality of the research:** Innovative development of the State and building of innovative national system should establish on innovative law building and be well supplied by human recourses. Role of small innovative enterprises in innovative development of Russian Federation is huge, but isn’t well researched, and there isn’t complex research dedicated to this problem.

**Objective** of the Master’s dissertation is to identify specific characteristic of Managerial and Law basics of practice of innovative enterprise in High Scholl and formulating recommendations of development of innovative enterprise in High Scholl.

**Tasks:** research notion and essence of innovation, study notion of innovative enterprise in High School, analyze Russian and foreign experience in innovative enterprise in High School, formulate new ways of development of innovative enterprise.

**Hypothesis** of the work consist of complex statement, that innovative enterprise activity in High Scholl is a way of developing innovative oriented Universities.

**Novelty of the research:** notions of innovation, innovative activity and innovative enterprise in High School were clarified, law basic of innovative management was researched, new ways of development of innovative enterprise in High School were formulated.
The main principles to be depended: constant renewing scientific activity is the main factor of surviving of Russian Universities, choice of right innovative strategy is a factor of successes of innovative activity of any Innovative Universities, Federal Law 217-ФЗ doesn’t solve many problems, because it’s quite declarative.

Theoretical and practical significance of the research: main principles and results may be used in further research of innovative activity in the High School. Main results can be used for developing of innovative enterprise in PSLU.

Results of the research: During the research several way of developing were formulated: Student’s enterprise activity, improve protection of intellectual property and commercialization of any product produced by University, involving professor staff into innovative activity.

Recommendation: After the research, we can make conclusion, that it’s necessary to change systems of management in Universities, which became less effective in changing surrounding.